Capacitive displacement transducers (CDTs) have been widely used in many physical sensors, attributing to high-resolution, simple electricity and easy manufacturing process. Gap-variation CDTs generally have higher displacement resolution due to small electrode gaps but suffer from the pull-in effect, the nonlinear effect and squeeze-film damping; whereas area-variation CDTs have intrinsically good linearity and much smaller slide-film damping. However, the parallel-plate-based area-variation CDTs have the electrode width much larger than the electrode gap with negligible fringe effect; therefore, the sensitivity is limited by periodic electrode numbers. In this paper, we introduce a novel fringe-effect dominated areavariation CDT with a much higher sensitivity within a certain electrode-deployable area. Both theoretical and numerical analysis are applied to investigate the working principle of the CDT design. The proposed fringeeffect-based CDT benefits from a much larger capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity than the traditional periodic array parallel-plate-based CDT, due to the more displacement-sensitive fringe field and more deployable electrode periods. A set of experiments are designed, and the proposed area-variation CDTs are evaluated. Experimental results suggested that the proposed CDT design, which had equal electrode width, separation and gap, could universally be applied to sensors with different featured dimensions either in macroscale or microscale. Angular misalignments with both out-of-plane tilts and in-plane rotations, which affect the output offset and sensitivity, should be minimized or alleviated. The proposed fringe-effect-based CDT are successfully applied to a single-axis in-plane sensing micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) accelerometer, showing a noise floor as low as 0.25 ng/Hz 1/2 @1 Hz. The corresponding displacement noise of the proposed CDT is 0.1 pm/Hz 1/2 . INDEX TERMS Capacitive sensor, displacement transducer, fringe effect, MEMS, accelerometer.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, sensors have been used world widely to serve almost every field, including consumer electronics, automobiles, industries, medical treatment, smart home and aerospace [1] . Physical sensors, such as pressure sensors, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lusheng Zhai . accelerometers and strain sensors, generally require to transduce forces or displacements to electrically measurable quantities [2] , [3] . According to the transduction mechanisms, transducers can be categorized to piezo-resistive, piezoelectric, capacitive, optical, thermal, electromagnetic, resonant and tunneling transducers [4] . As one of the most commonly used physical transducers, capacitive transducers benefit from high-resolution, easy manufacturing and simple readout circuit [5] . Based on the capacitance variation principles, the capacitive transducers can be divided into gapvariation, area-variation and dielectric-variation in terms of the variables of the facing electrodes gap, the overlapped area and permittivity, respectively [6] . The dielectric-variation capacitive transducers measure the variation of dielectric constants, thus are generally used in liquid level sensors and water/oil mixture probes [7] , [8] . For displacement measurement, the gap-variation and area-variation capacitive transducers are used and generally in electrode array configurations and differential sensing configurations [9] . Gap-variation capacitive displacement transducers (CDTs) are commonly used in pressure sensors and micro-machined accelerometers [10] , [11] . The displacement resolution of the gap-variation CDT can be reasonably high, approximately 0.2 pm/Hz 1/2 [12] . However, the travel range of the gapvariation CDT is physically limited by the gap between the facing electrodes and the non-linear effect becomes evident for a large displacement even in differential configuration. In addition, gap-variation CDTs suffer from the pull-in effect [13] and the squeeze film damping effect along the gap-closing direction [14] . To solve these issues, closed-loop force feedback control and vacuum packaging are typically applied to improve the linearity, dynamic range and mechanical noise [15] , however increasing the circuit complexity, power consumption and cost. The area-variation CDTs, especially the parallel-plate-based CDTs, do not have those issues. They have relative displacements of the facing electrodes in parallel and with a constant gap, thus have intrinsically good capacitance-to-displacement linearity and larger travel ranges for open-loop operation. In addition, the dominated damping effect is slide-film damping which is generally much smaller than the squeeze-film damping; therefore, vacuum packaging or sealing does not have to be applied to obtain low mechanical noise. The applications of area-variation CDTs can be found not only in conventional sensors and instruments, such as capacitive vernier calipers [16] and linear motion sensors [17] , but also in micro-electromechanicalsystems (MEMS) sensors, such as the MEMS accelerometers in electrode array configuration [18] , [19] and the miniaturized displacement sensor in differential sensing configurations [20] . The capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity is proportional to the periods and inversely proportional to the periodic width of the area-variation CDTs. Therefore, the area-variation CDTs generally have to take up larger areas to deploy electrodes for high sensitivities. For a certain area, the parallel-plate-based CDTs, which have the electrode width much larger than the electrode gap, can neglect the fringe effect but the capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity is limited by the array periods.
In this paper, a novel periodic array area-variation CDT is introduced. The electrostatic field of the proposed CDT is dominated by the fringe effect and is promising to have a much higher capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity nearby the null position, which is illustrated by both theoretical analysis and numerical simulations. Apart from several experiments for investigating the proposed CDT, a MEMS accelerometer based on the proposed technology is also demonstrated with an ultra-high sensitivity.
II. DESIGN AND MODELLING
The general differential parallel-plate-based CDT model shown in Figure 1 (a) has a similar three-electrode differential configure with the proposed CDT shown in Figure 1 (b). The blue and orange electrodes refer to the positive and negative pickup terminals respectively, and the upper electrode represents the driving terminal. The differential parallel-platebased CDT has the electrode width w much larger than the electrodes gap d and separation s; however, the proposed area-variation CDT has the electrode width w comparable to both the electrodes gap d and separation s (w = d = s). Figure 1 (c) shows the proposed periodic array area-variation CDT that has a double differential configure that both driving terminals and pickup terminals are in differential configuration. For all the three models, the nominal point refers to the relative displacement x = 0 which means the pickup electrodes face to the middle of the adjacent driving electrodes.
In order to have a visual understanding of the differences between the proposed area-variation CDT and the parallel-plate-based CDT, FEA simulations were conducted by a commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics to reveal the electrostatic field distribution. Figure 2 illustrates the simulation model of the periodic parallel-plate-based CDT, which includes seven upper drive electrodes and six lower pickup electrodes, in a double differential configuration with the dimensions of w = 500 µm, d = 50 µm and s = 50 µm. The simulation results show that the electrostatic field and flux of the middle three electrodes have a reasonably uniform distribution. Therefore, when there is a relative displacement x between the driving and pickup electrodes, the capacitance of the facing electrodes will change linearly with the lateral displacement. Figure 3 shows the simulation results of the proposed periodic area-variation CDT that includes seven upper drive electrodes and six lower pickup electrodes and has the dimensions of d = w = s = 50 µm. It can be seen from the flux distribution of the middle three electrodes that the electrostatic field between the electrodes of the proposed area-variation CDT is not uniform. The fringe effect dominates the capacitance change with the lateral displacement, which is negligible for the parallel-plate-based areavariation CDTs. However, benefiting from the non-uniform electrostatic field, the proposed CDT has the chance of having a higher sensitivity within a certain linear work range than the parallel-plate-based area-variation CDTs.
We further perform a theoretical analysis to the proposed fringe-effect-based CDT to investigate its working mechanism. According to the ideal model of the two-electrode parallel-plate capacitor (w d), its capacitance can be written as
where A = w · l refers to the overlapped area of these two facing electrodes, l is the overlapped length of the electrodes, ε 0 and ε r are the permittivity of vacuum and the relative permittivity of dielectrics between electrodes, respectively. Therefore, for a differential configuration, when there is relative displacement x, the capacitance difference can be expressed as
which can be written as the expression of the normalized capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity
In this case, the normalized sensitivity is inversely proportional to the electrode width with a gain factor of 2.
For the proposed fringe-effect-based CDT, the capacitance between any facing electrode pair can be firstly derived by the universal capacitance formulas of Heerens [21] that
Since the proposed fringe-effect-based CDT has the electrode width, gap and separation with the same dimension (w = d = s), when the lateral displacement is much smaller than the electrode width x << w, Equation (4) can be simplified as
Therefore, for the proposed CDT in differential configuration, the normalized capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity can be expressed as
The theoretical normalized capacitance-to-displacement relationship of both the ideal parallel-plate differential capacitor and the proposed fringe-effect-based differential capacitor are shown in Figure 4 . The proposed configuration has a higher slope close to the null point so that has a higher capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity.
In the actual design, CDTs are generally in periodic array configuration as in Figure 1 (c) to increase the sensitivity. When the capacitor plates are composed of N periods of capacitor plates, the capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity is also increased by N times compared to the individual differential capacitor as shown in Equation (7), thereby increasing the front-end gain of the entire system for suppressing common mode noise and reducing circuit noise.
Comparison of normalized capacitance-to-displacement relationship of the ideal parallel-plate differential capacitor and the proposed fringe-effect-based differential capacitor.
For a certain electrode-deployable area, much more electrodes can be arranged for the proposed periodic array CDT than the parallel-plate-based counterpart. Based on Equation (1), (3), (5), (6) and (7), the capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity ratio of these two configurations can be written as
Therefore, assuming there is an electrode-deployable area with a total width of 10 mm and the facing electrodes gap of 10 µm, 5 periods of the parallel-plate-based configuration with an electrode width of 1 mm can be arranged. Alternatively, 250 periods of the fringe-effect-based configuration with an electrode width of 10 µm can be arranged. Thus, the proposed fringe-effect-based CDT can have a 12.5 times higher capacitance-to-displacement sensitivity than the parallel-plate-based counterpart, which is the sweet point of the proposed CDT design.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, the general applicability for designs both in macroscale and microscale and the tilt effects are investigated experimentally, to verify the analytical models and simulations shown in the previous section. The performance of the proposed area-variation CDT is also demonstrated by an ultra-sensitive MEMS accelerometer.
A. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENT SETUP
In the experimental design, each CDT sample included both the upper plate and the matching lower plate, as shown in Figure 5 . An array of differential driving electrodes was on the upper plate and an array of differential pickup electrodes were on the lower plate. The electrode width w and separation s (w = s) varied from 50 µm to 500 µm with the same electrode length l of 20 mm. Four square-shape electrodes with a dimension of 5 mm × 5 mm were designed on the four corners of the electrode array on both the upper and the lower plates to form four parallel-plate capacitors. This specific design with the corresponding circuit was used to align the electrode arrays of the proposed area-variation CDT on the facing plates. The periodic array electrodes, the square-shape electrodes and wire-bonding pads were thin-film gold features which were plated on glass substrate by lift-off processes shown in Figure 6 . The fabrication work started from a glass wafer. Firstly, a photoresist layer AZ5214 with a thickness of 2 µm was spun on the substrate surface. Then, the features were defined by photolithography. A thin titanium layer with a thickness of 40 nm was sputtered on the top surface to increase adhesion, followed by sputter-coating with a 400 nm thick gold layer. The photoresist features and metal features above were removed by acetone, followed by oxygen plasma residual stripping in a reactive ion etching (RIE) system, leaving the required electrode array on the surface. Lastly, the samples chips were diced and then glued on the hollowed areas of the printed circuit board (PCB) holders ( Figure 5 ) which were also used for electrical bridging between the sample chips and the circuit by wire-bonding.
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7 . Two precise positioning stages were employed. The six-degreeof-freedoms (6-DoF) positioning stage is able to provide fine adjustments in three translational and three rotational DoFs; while the three-degree-of-freedoms (3-DoF) positioning stage could provide adjustments in three translational degree-of-freedoms. The positioning accuracy of both stages could reach 1 µm. The upper plate was mounted on the 6-DoF positioning stage through a customized fixture to make sure the upper plate stably suspended and insulated from the electrical conducting stage. On the contrary, the lower plate was mounted on the 3-DoF positioning stage by nylon spacers and screws. In order to minimize noise injection, the pre-amplifier circuit board was plugged on the lower plate board through a dual-in-line adapter to have the shortest electrical routing between the CDT and the front-end.
Alignment of the upper and lower plates was the most challenging work before performing the experiments of the designed fringe-effect-based CDTs. Firstly, a preliminary alignment was performed by visual observation. Once the four parallel-plate square-shape capacitors were roughly overlapped, the output of the four-capacitor positioning circuit was used to operate finer alignment procedure as the second step. The final step, also the finest alignment, was essential to find the output zero-crossing of the fringe-effectbased CDT circuit. The details of both the four-capacitor positions circuit and the fringe-effect-based CDT circuit are shown in the following section.
B. CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION
The four parallel-plate capacitors shown in Figure 5 had identical dimensions. Mechanical feelers as the spacers were used to keep the upper and lower electrodes in parallel. In this case, these four capacitors could be used to minimize the in-plane angular misalignments of the facing electrodes of the designed CDT. Figure 8 illustrates the schematic of the four-capacitor positioning circuit in full fridge configuration. A carrier signal with a frequency of 20 kHz was applied on the terminals of C 1 and C 2 , and the terminals of C 3 and C 4 were grounded. The common terminals of C 1 -C 3 and C 2 -C 4 were connected to the fully differential capacitance-tovoltage conversion circuit which described in the following. The relationship between the four capacitors was listed in Equation (9):
When the capacitances of these four capacitors were equal, the output voltage would be zero. In this case, with the assistance of the four-capacitor configuration and mechanical feelers, tuning the 6-DoF positioning stage reduced the angular misalignments of the upper and lower plates. Figure 9 illustrates the schematic of the fully differential capacitance-to-voltage conversion circuit for the designed fringe-effect-based CDTs. The circuit mainly consists of two parts: the front-end pre-amplifier circuit and the signal conditioning circuit. The carrier signal with a frequency of 20 kHz was applied both on the positive drive electrodes and the negative drive electrodes through a buffer and an inverter, respectively. Therefore, the signals from positive and negative electrodes had a constant phase difference of 180 • but the same amplitude. The positive and negative pickup electrodes were connected to two buffers and fed into an instrumentation amplifier as the front-end. Then, the voltage signal passes through a band-pass filter to have a narrow-band signal for minimizing interferences. The synchronous demodulation technology is applied to obtain the weak and low-frequency capacitance variation signal by a multiplier and the following low-pass filter.
C. DISPLACEMENT EXPERIMENT
In the experiments, samples with different electrode widths of the periodic fringe-effect-based CDTs were used and their dimensions were listed in Table 1 .
For each design, the electrode width and electrode separation were equaled and the vertical gap between the facing electrodes of the designed CDT was tuned to meet the requirement of w = s = d. The abovementioned three-step alignment procedure was performed before the experiments. The high-precision positioning stages were manually operated to First, the CDT sample with the electrode width of 500 µm was mounted on the positioning stages and aligned to the nominal operating point. Then, the positioning stage was tuned to move the lower plate horizontally with each step of 20 µm. The travel range covered from −1000 µm to 1000 µm in terms of the nominal operating point and the experiment was repeated for three times. The experimental results shown in Figure 10 had a reasonably good agreement with both the theoretical model and the simulation results. The deviation of the experimental results to both the simulation and theoretical results might attribute to the measurement errors, the bias of the CDT readout circuit and the manual alignment deviation.
Ideally, the fringe-effect-based CDTs measure the lateral displacement with a constant gap. However, practical applications, such as capacitive accelerometers, might experience out-of-plane motions under arbitrary vibrations. Therefore, another experiment was conducted to investigate the gap change induced effect for the fringe-effect-based CDTs. The sample with the electrode width of 500 µm was set up and aligned. The gap between the upper and lower plates was adjusted to 300, 400, 500, 600 and 700 µm using the positioning stages and feelers. For each gap setup, the lower plate was horizontally displaced with an interval of 20 µm. It can be seen from the experimental results shown in Figure 11 that the slopes in the vicinity of the nominal operation point varied with the gap. Therefore, the gap change was also a main factor affecting sensitivity for the fringe-effect-based CDT.
In the linear work range, the fringe-effect-based CDT could perform as a ratio meter to the displacement. The electrode width, separation and gap of the fringe-effect-based CDTs were in the same values, which could take the advantage of scaling up and down the dimensions for applications in macroscale and microscale. An experiment was designed to verify the theoretical analysis. The samples with the dimension (d=w=s) equaled to 50 µm, 100 µm, 200 µm and 500 µm were set up and displaced to investigate the output voltages in terms of the displacements. The electrical gain of the entire readout circuit, including both the front-end and the conditioning circuit, was identical. The experimental results shown in Figure 12 suggested that the CDT samples with different dimensions had nearly the same displacement sensitivity (slope) in a range close to the nominal operating point. Therefore, the fringe-effect-based CDTs have the potential to be applied universally to sensors with different featured dimensions either in macroscale or microscale.
D. ROTATION AND TILT DISTURBANCE
In practical applications, the designed area-variation CDTs may experience angular misalignments induced by packaging or assembling process. In addition, the in-plane rotations or out-of-plane tilts may occur under vibrations. Therefore, an experiment was operated to investigate these disturbances. In this experiment, the sample with an electrode width of 500 µm was used. Firstly, the electrodes were aligned with both zero outputs of the four-capacitor positioning circuit and the CDT conditioning circuit. The 6-DoF positioning stage was tuned to have out-of-plane tilt with an angle of α. The output of the four-capacitor positioning circuit was recorded to monitor the tilt angle. Then, the lower plate was displaced by the 3-DoF positioning stage from −1000 µm to 1000 µm with an interval of 20 µm. These steps were repeated for different tilt angles. Due to the limited accuracy of both the angular positioning stage and the four-capacitor positioning readings, the experiment results were conducted semi-quantitively to simulate small angle changes in practical CDT applications by one turn of the positioning stage. Figure 13 shows the experiment results of the CDT experiencing different out-of-plane angles. It revealed that the tilt angles affected the circuit output offset at the nominal point but not much the voltage-to-displacement sensitivity.
With the same experiment setups, the upper plate was tuned to experience in-plane rotation with an angle of β and another out-of-plane tilt with an angle of γ . The experiment results are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 , respectively. The results suggested that the in-plane rotation angles affected the circuit output offset at the nominal point but not much the voltage-to-displacement sensitivity. However, the out-ofplane tilt angles γ affected both the circuit output offset and the voltage-to-displacement sensitivity.
Therefore, in the practical design of the CDT-based applications, the out-of-plane tilt γ should be carefully considered. The tilt-induced effect can be alleviated by minimizing angular misalignment during packaging and suspension design with a higher stiffness about tilt γ .
E. APPLICATION IN A MEMS ACCELEROMETER
The proposed area-variation CDT had been applied in a high-resolution MEMS accelerometer. The schematic of the MEMS accelerometer is shown in Figure 16 . The in-plane displacement of the proof mass (PM), which was made of single-crystal silicon and micro-fabricated by through-wafer deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process [22] , was sensed by the proposed fringe-effect-based CDT. The CDT glass strip was connected both mechanically and electrically to the PM frame using solder thermo-compression bonding with pads at one end of the strip for electrical connection to the electronics. The MEMS accelerometer was operated in feedback mode with electromagnetic actuation from coils plated onto the PM die and the non-shown permanent magnets.
The CDT electrodes had a width and separation of both 12 µm, which could be observed from the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the as-fabrication MEMS accelerometer shown in Figure 17 .
In order to investigate the displacement noise floor of the designed CDT, the noise floor of the MEMS accelerometer was first evaluated. The experiment was setup in a cave laboratory with very quiet and stable environment. Both the MEMS accelerometer and the reference seismometer CMG-3ESPC with a higher sensitivity were mounted on vibrationisolation foundation. The acceleration measurement results are shown in Figure 18 . The blue line was the MEMS accelerometer output signal, while the red line was the reference seismometer output signal. Both the reference seismometer and the MEMS accelerometer picked up the peaks at 0.2∼0.3 Hz and 2∼3 Hz which were the known earth tremors in the cave laboratory. The coherence analysis method [23] , [24] was used to evaluate the noise floor of the MEMS accelerometer. This method presents a direct approach to extract the system noise levels of two linear accelerometers with a common coherent input signal, such as earth tremors and other known background signal. The reference sensor should have a much smaller noise floor than that of the developed MEMS accelerometer. Co-spectrum correlation analysis was used to identify the angular misalignment of the sensing axes between two instruments. After angle correction processing, the deduction between two instrument outputs was believed to be the system noise of the MEMS accelerometer. The yellow line in Figure 18 illustrated the lowest noise floor of the MEMS accelerometer of 0.25 ng/Hz 1/2 @1 Hz.
The overall noise equivalent acceleration of the MEMS accelerometer (NEA device ) consisted of both the thermal mechanical noise equivalent acceleration (NEA mechanical ) and the electrical noise equivalent acceleration (NEA electrical ), having the expressions in Equation (10) (11) (12):
NEA device = V n Gain (11)
where k B = 1.38 × 10 −23 J/K is the Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K was the temperature, ω 0 = 2 × π × 8 rad/s was the fundamental frequency of the spring-mass system, m = 0.4 × 10 −3 kg was the mass weight, Q was the quality factor estimated as 400. In this case, the thermal mechanical noise can work out as 0.22 ng/Hz 1/2 ; therefore, the corresponding displacement noise was 0.1 pm/Hz 1/2 . There, the proposed fringe-effect-based area-variation CDT could have a comparable displacement noise with the gap-variation counterparts.
IV. DISCUSSION
In the above experiments, several experimental deviations and distortion were induced by measurement errors; therefore, it is necessary to systematical analyze these measurement errors. Firstly, measurement errors can be categorized to be systematic errors, random errors and gross errors. The gross errors are generally induced by abrupt change of measurement conditions and man-made mistakes. In the experiments, the gross errors were prevented by removing abnormal values. However, the systematic errors and random errors dominated the measurement deviations. Random errors in the experiments were electrical noise and manual reading errors. Due to the requirements of observation and positioning, the experiment setup was unshielded; therefore, the electromagnetic interference was injected. The readout circuit noise of the capacitive transducer was also included.
The measurement values were manually recorded by operators; thus, the reading errors were not avoidable. Systematic errors in those experiments were mainly the model error, parasitic capacitance, return difference and instrument drift. The difference between the simulation results and the theoretical model in Figure 10 was due to model error. A more precise model for the proposed CDT should be developed in the future work. Furthermore, the experimental results in Figure 10 were also affected by the parasitic capacitance of both the adjacent larger electrodes for positioning and the circuit capacitors, and the return difference of the positioning stage. Therefore, the error bars of both measurement deviations by three times and return difference errors were illustrated in Figure 10 . The waveform distortion for rotations in α, β and γ mode illustrated in Figure 13 , 14 and 15 were mainly due to the response to angle changes in addition with the measurement errors. The measurement errors were mainly the mentioned systematic errors and random errors. However, the response to angle changes dominated the waveform distortion. In Figure 13 , the displacement direction and the tilt direction were not in the same plane; therefore, the tilt angle α resulted in sensitivity change due to different gaps along the plane perpendicular to the displacement direction. In Figure 14 , the in-plane rotation angle resulted in changes of the overlapped area and also the nominal working point; therefore, it can be observed that the working point was shifted. In Figure 15 , the out-of-plane tilt direction was in the same plane with the displacement direction. There were one more drive electrode each side than the pickup electrodes; therefore, under the tilt angle there was more capacitive coupling between the drive electrode in the end and the pickup electrodes. In this case, both the nominal working position and the displacement sensitivity (slope) changed.
In the proposed CDT design, the featured dimension had equal electrode width, electrode separation and electrode gap (w = s = d). This design had a greatly simplified expression compared with the universal capacitance formula in Equation (4). The closed-form formula in Equation (5) can directly derive the capacitance value with a featured size and it can guide the proposed CDT design in a very clear way. For a detail CDT design requirement, once the typical sensitivity with w = s = d is known, the sensitivity of the CDT can be increased by decreasing the electrode gap, vice versa. Although a smaller electrode gap will truly increase the measurement error, a practical CDT design should have a trade-off between the sensitivity and measurement errors. In the proof-of-concept experiments, the quantity of the electrodes was not sufficient; therefore, unsurprisingly, there was reasonably large measurement error. However, for the proposed CDT application in the MEMS accelerometer, more than a hundred electrode pairs were used. The experiment results suggested a very successful application of the proposed fringe-effect-based CDT.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel fringe effect dominated area-variation CDT was introduced and demonstrated by theoretical analysis and finite element analysis. Both the 3-DoF and 6-DoF positioning stages were used to displace the upper and lower plates of the samples. Three-step alignment procedure was developed to assist positioning. The results suggested that the proposed CDT design could universally be applied to sensors with different featured dimensions either in macroscale or microscale. Angular misalignments with both out-of-plane tilts and in-plane rotations, which affect the output offset and sensitivity, should be minimized or alleviated. The proposed fringe-effect-based CDT was successfully applied to a single-axis in-plane sensing MEMS accelerometer. The noise floor was evaluated by coherence analysis method, showing a noise floor of as low as 0.25 ng/Hz 1/2 at 1 Hz and the corresponding displacement noise of the proposed CDT was 0.1 pm/Hz 1/2 . The proposed fringe-effect-based CDT is promising to be used for constructing other high-sensitivity capacitive sensors. He is the author of more than 60 articles published in peerreviewed academic journals. His current research interests include lab gravitational experiments, gravity measurement technologies, and semiconductor device physics. VOLUME 7, 2019 
